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Background: Acetabular and femoral component positioning are important considerations in reducing
adverse outcomes after total hip arthroplasty (THA). Previous assessments of femoral anteversion
examined anatomic femoral anteversion (AFA) referenced to anatomic landmarks. However, this does not
provide a functional understanding of the femur’s relationship to the hip. We investigate a new mea-
surement, functional femoral anteversion (FFA), and sought to measure its variability across a large
sample of patients undergoing THA.
Methods: A total of 1008 consecutive patients underwent THA surgery between September 2019 and July
2021. All patients were measured for supine and standing functional femoral rotation (FFR), AFA, and FFA.
Results: The mean standing FFA was 13.2� ± 12.2� (�27.8� to 52.3�). The mean change in FFR from supine
to standing was �2.2� ± 11.8� (�43.0� to 41.9�). Of all, 161 (16%) patients had standing FFA version greater
than 25�. Four hundred sixty (46%) patients had standing FFR (internal or external) greater than 10�. One
hundred twenty-three (12%) patients exhibited an increase in external rotation from supine to standing
of greater than 10�. A moderate, negative linear relationship was observed between AFA and standing
external femoral rotation (P <<.001, R ¼ �0.46), indicating people may externally rotate their femur as
AFA decreases with age.
Conclusions: Functional alignment of the femur in patients requiring THA is understudied. It is now
understood that the femur, like the pelvis, can rotate substantially between functional positions.
Enhancing our understanding of FFA and FFR may improve both acetabular and femoral component
positioning.
© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of The American Association of Hip and Knee
Surgeons. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/lice

nses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Acetabular cup positioning has long been recognized as an
important consideration in total hip arthroplasty (THA) [1-6].
Malpositioning of the acetabular cup has been shown to lead to
increased rates of wear, edge loading, and impingement whichmay
lead to instability, osteolysis, or dislocation [1-6].

Lewinnek et al. were among the first authors to recognize the
relationship between acetabular cup positioning and dislocation
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rates by proposing a widely cited “safe zone” [7] that was believed
to reduce the incidence of dislocation. However, further examina-
tion in larger samples of THA patients revealed that it does not
preclude dislocation [8,9] and is insufficient for surgical guidance.

Assessments of pelvic tilt in functional positions, when edge-
loading and impingement are most likely [6,10], later revealed
large interindividual variability between positions [11-13], with
pelvic rotation between positions as low as 5� and as high as 70�.
These changes in pelvic tilt would correspond to changes in
acetabular anteversion of 4� and 50�, respectively, [14] and help
explain why some individuals with a given cup orientation dislo-
cate while others with the same cup orientation do not.

Similar to the variability of pelvic tilt, investigations into
anatomic femoral anteversion (AFA) revealed large variability
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Figure 1. (Left) The stance taken by a patient while undergoing their preoperative functional knee radiology. (Right) Functional knee radiograph acquired preoperatively to enable
calculation of the patient’s standing functional femoral rotation.
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[15-18], ranging up to 80� [18]. Gender and age differences were
also observed, with AFA decreasing for males as age increases [18].
These studies measured AFA as the angle between the femoral neck
and the posterior condylar line (PCL) projected onto the axial plane
[15,17,19] or onto a plane perpendicular to the long femoral axis
[18]. This measurement references only anatomic landmarks and is
constant between different patient positions as it does not account
for functional femoral rotation (FFR). However, supine and standing
FFR have been shown to vary significantly between individuals
[20,21] and change from presurgery to postsurgery following THA
[20]. These rotational changes would alter the functional stem
anteversion (FSA) of an implanted femoral component and thus
Figure 2. Left: Illustration of the relationship between anatomic femoral anteversion, func
relationship between anatomic stem anteversion, functional femoral rotation, and functiona
have implications for the optimal femoral stem target. Specifically,
individuals who exhibit a high internal FFR may be at risk of
anterior impingement when anatomic stem anteversion (ASA) is
low or negative, and individuals who exhibit a high external FFR
may be at risk of posterior impingement when ASA is high.

Therefore, the aims of this studywere three-fold: first, to further
investigate the variability of a new measurement proposed by
Uemura et al. [22] called functional femoral anteversion (FFA)
across a larger sample of patients undergoing THA; second, to
assess its implications for femoral stem version targets; third, to
investigate the number of individuals whose FFR would transition
them out of suggested combined anteversion (CA) zones.
tional femoral rotation, and functional femoral anteversion. Right: Illustration of the
l stem anteversion using 3D templating to recreate the anatomic femoral anteversion.



Figure 3. Histogram of the anatomic femoral anteversion results.
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Material and methods

A total of 1008 consecutive patients underwent THA surgery
between September 2019 and July 2021. Of the total, 627 were fe-
male (62%), and the average age was 66 years (16-95). Inclusion
criteria included patients that had a long-limb computed tomog-
raphy (CT) scan and standing lateral X-ray of the distal femur (Fig.1)
as a part of the 360 Med Care (Sydney, Australia) THA preoperative
planning protocol. The lateral knee radiograph taken was previ-
ously not standardized and, as far as the authors are aware, not
routinely taken for any other preoperative THA planning protocol.
However, our imaging protocol contains detailed instructions for
radiographers to position the patient and acquire the imaging, and
all radiology centers must be approved via an in-person explana-
tion of the protocol. We believe these steps ensure repeatable
lateral knee radiographs of patients in standing and permit accu-
rate measurement of their FFR. From these imaging data, assess-
ments were made for supine and standing FFR, defined as the angle
between the PCL and the coronal plane and for AFA, defined as the
angle between the femoral neck and the PCL, projected onto the
femoral anatomic axis.

AFA was measured using the approach described by Pierre-
pont et al. [18]. The CT scan was segmented in ScanIP Medical
Table 1
Tabulated results for all 1008 consecutive patients across supine femoral rotation, anato
anteversion, and the change in functional femoral rotation from supine to standing.

▪ Mean (absolute mean)

Supine femoral rotation 0.4�

Anatomic femoral anteversion 15.6�

Standing functional femoral Rotation �2.6�

Standing functional femoral anteversion 13.1�

Change in functional femoral rotation (supine to standing) �2.2� (8.7�)

a Indicates statistical significance.
(Simpleware; Synopsys, Exeter, United Kingdom) to recreate 3D
models of the patient’s bony anatomy. Landmarks on the oper-
ative side were measured to establish the PCL and the femoral
neck axis. Supine FFR was measured in RadiAnt DICOM Viewer
v2.2.5.10715 (Medixant, Poznan, Poland) on CT scans with a line
that was tangential to the posterior femoral condyles and a
horizontal baseline. Standing FFR was measured by first taking
the sagittal distance between the posterior condyles on the
lateral knee radiograph. A computational algorithm then recre-
ated this distance in 3D using a segmented model of the patient’s
femur and modified the femoral rotation, measured against the
coronal plane, until the length of the PCL converged to the value
previously measured. This is equivalent to calculating the FFR
required to make the PCL and coronal plane parallel. Positive FFR
values were interpreted as external rotation. Therefore, adding
the FFR to the AFA resulted in FFA. A visual representation of the
relationship among AFA, FFR, and FFA can be found in Figure 2,
which also shows the FSA by using 3D templating to recreate
AFA.

A positive change in FFA from the supine to standing position
was interpreted as external rotation of the femur between these
positions. All imaging and measurements were evaluated twice by
qualified surgical planning engineers.
mic femoral anteversion, standing functional femoral rotation, standing functional

Range Standard deviation P value (difference between genders)

�34.0� to 31.4� 10.6� <<.001a

�24.4� to 68.4� 9.8� <<.001a

�46.0� to 37.0� 13.1� <<.001a

�27.8� to 52.3� 12.2� <<.001a

�43.0� to 41.9� 11.8� .18



Figure 4. Histogram of the standing functional femoral anteversion results. Sixteen percent of patients had functional femoral anteversion greater than 25� , which may place them
at risk of functional malorientation when considered in the context of combined anteversion.
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Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed in RStudio v1.3.1903 (RStudio,
Boston, MA). An alpha value of 0.05 was used to determine clinical
Figure 5. Histogram of the change in functional femoral rotation results. Twelve percent of p
position, which may place them at risk of functional malorientation.
significance. Two-way t-tests were used to determine significant
differences in continuous variables. Pearson’s correlations were
used to assess the linear relationship between continuous
variables.
atients exhibited external femoral rotation of greater than 10� from supine to standing



Figure 6. Summary of the key findings for FFR and FFA. ER, external rotation; IR, internal rotation.
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Ethics

This retrospective analysis was approved by the Bellberry Hu-
man Research Ethics Committee (study number 201203710).

Results

Results for the supine and standing FFR, AFA, standing FFA, and
the change in FFA from supine to standing are given in Table 1 and
Figures 3-6. The mean supine FFR was 0.4 ± 10.6� (�34.0� to 31.4�).
There was a significant gender difference (P << 0.001) with a mean
supine FFR of 3.3� (�31.4� to 31.4�) for females and �4.5� (�34.0� to
24.5�) for males. The mean AFA was 15.6� ± 9.8� (�24.4� to 68.4�),
and significant gender differences were observed (P << 0.001). The
Figure 7. Scatter plot of standing functional femoral rotation and anatomic femoral antevers
indicates that people may externally rotate their femur as their anatomic femoral antevers
mean AFAwas 16.8� (�24.4� to 63.6�) for females and 13.8� (�9.4� to
68.4�) formales. Themean standing FFRwas�2.7� ± 13.1� (�37.0� to
46.0�), and significant gender differences were observed
(P << 0.001). The mean standing FFR was�5.2� (�37.0� to 46.0�) for
females and 1.7� (�34.0� to 35.7�) for males, indicating that, while
standing, females tend to be internally rotated and males tend to be
externally rotated. The mean standing FFAwas 13.2� ± 12.2� (�27.8�

to 52.3�), and significant gender differences were observed
(P << 0.001). The mean standing FFA was 11.7� (�27.8� to 52.3�) for
females and 15.6� (�8.5� to 49.9�) formales. Themean change in FFR
from supine to standing was �2.2� ± 11.8� (�43.0� to 41.9�), and no
significant gender differences were observed (P ¼ .18). The absolute
mean change in FFR from supine to standing was 8.7� ± 7.2� (�0� to
43.0�), and no significant gender differences were observed (P¼ .09).
ion and the correlation between these. The statistically significant negative relationship
ion decreases as a compensatory mechanism to maintain soft-tissue tensioning.
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One hundred sixty-one (16%) patients had standing FFA version
of greater than 25� (Figs. 4 and 6). Considering a CA zone of 25�-45�

and a conventional standing cup anteversion of 20�, 72% of patients
would fall within the CA zone when anatomic femoral landmarks
are considered (AFA), but only 59% fall within the zone when the
functional position of the femur (FFA) is considered. Therefore,
considering FFAwould place an additional 13% of patients at risk of
posterior impingement in a widely targeted CA zone. Four hundred
sixty (46%) patients had a standing FFR (internal or external)
greater than 10� (Fig. 6). One hundred twenty-three (12%) patients
exhibited an increase in external rotation from supine to standing
of greater than 10� (Figs. 5 and 6). Three hundred thirty-five (33%)
patients exhibited an absolute change in FFR (internal or external
rotation) of greater than 10� (Fig. 6). These patients’ femoral com-
ponents would be functionally oriented in an alignment that is
considerably different to the alignment when the prosthesis is
implanted on the operating table, or when only AFA is considered,
and may place them at risk of functional malorientation.

A weak but significant relationship was found with older pa-
tients exhibiting less AFA (P << 0.001, R ¼ �0.17); greater standing
FFR (P << 0.001, R¼ 0.18); and greater change in FFA from supine to
standing (P << 0.001, R ¼ 0.17). A moderate, negative linear rela-
tionship was also observed between AFA and standing FFR
(P << 0.001, R ¼ �0.46), indicating people may externally rotate
their femur as AFA decreases with age (Fig. 7).

Discussion

Functional alignment of the femur in patients requiring THA is
understudied. Several studies have previously investigated AFA
[15-18] and how this presents across samples of patients undergoing
THA. However, it is known that there is large variation in FFR among
individuals and from presurgery to postsurgery [20,21], which AFA
does not capture. In this study, we sought to further investigate FFA, a
new measurement explored by Uemura et al. [22], across a larger
sample of patients undergoing THA, assess its implications for femoral
stemversion targets, and investigate the number of individuals whose
femoral rotation may place them at risk of malorientation.

Our results of a mean supine femoral rotation of 0.4� ± 10.6� are
similar to those of studies by Uemura et al. [21,22] who observed
median supine femoral rotations of�0.4� ± 10.9� (n¼ 324) and 0.3�

± 8.3� (n¼ 191). Both studies by Uemura et al. [21,22] and our study
demonstrate that, despite having amean supine rotation value near
neutral, the PCL cannot be used as a reference for measuring FFA
due to significant interpatient variability. Additionally, we have
shown that supine FFR can be over 40� different from standing FFR,
46% of patients have significant standing FFR (>10� internal or
external), and 33% of patients undergo significant changes in FFR
(>10� of rotation) between positions. Therefore, standing FFR and
FFA should not be assumed to be similar to supine FFR.

Our results of a mean AFA of 15.6� (�24.4� to 68.4�) with sig-
nificant gender differences and the property of decreasing with age
are comparable to previous assessments of AFA. In a study of 1215
patients requiring THA, Pierrepont et al. found a median AFA of
14.4� (�27.1� to 54.5�) with significant gender differences and the
property of decreasing with increasing age for males [18]. Similarly,
Hartel et al. found a median AFA of 14.2� (�23.6� to 48.7�) and
significant gender differences across 1070 patients [17].

As far as the authors are aware, previous investigations of standing
FFR and the change in FFR from supine to standing are limited to 1
study by Uemura et al. [22]. This paper, which assessed preoperative
and postoperative AFA and FFR, found ameanpreoperative supine FFR
of 0.3� ± 8.3�, mean preoperative standing FFR of �4.5� ± 8.8�, and
significant changes between preoperative and postoperative states.
However, this study did not explore the implications of femoral
rotation regarding soft-tissue tensioning around the joint or stem
version targets, and its findings may be limited to a Japanese popu-
lation, with the mean AFA of 25.6� ± 10.6� being significantly higher
than that reported in previously published studies [15-18].

Regarding the soft-tissue consequences of femoral rotation, we
found a moderate correlation whereby decreasing AFA (which is
correlated with increasing age) was associated with increasing
external FFR in standing. This indicates the possibility of a
compensatory mechanism occurring around the joint where the
functional positioning of the femur corrects for anatomical varia-
tions, which could be occurring to maintain tension in the soft
tissue around the capsule. Specifically, an individual’s FFA may
remain roughly constant over time, but their FFR may increase to
compensate for a decrease in their AFA. Consequently, large intra-
operative changes to ASA may result in subsequent FFR changes,
altering the patient’s postoperative functional CA and/or soft-tissue
tensioning. Similar ideas have been described by Rivi�ere et al.
[23,24] in studies investigating kinematic alignment of the hip and
by Akiyama et al. [25]. Follow-up studies might aim to show clinical
differences with large changes to AFA or investigate why FFR
changes between preoperative and postoperative states.

Further exploring this idea of compensatory mechanisms
occurring at the hip, the authors have noted thatmajor adjustments
to acetabular version from native, although protective for insta-
bility and edge-loading, can create gait disturbances despite no
changes to the AFA. The belief is that the significant body of evi-
dence that supports preoperative analysis of the hip-spine rela-
tionship [26-28] has led in some instances to dramatic increases in
cup anteversion, leading to an uncoupling of the native combined
version. Such a patient with significantly increased cup version, but
restored anatomic AFA, may have altered gait biomechanics, walk
with significant internal rotation due to kinematic disharmony, and
present with resultant iliopsoas pain. There is evidence to support
this in the study by Uemura et al. [22] who observed amean change
in standing FFR from preoperative to postoperative configurations
of �9.8� (internal rotation). Further studies of preoperative to
postoperative changes in acetabular anteversion, AFA, and FFR are
needed to substantiate these beliefs. However, we believe that the
concepts of FFR and FFAmay help improve surgical prescriptions on
both the acetabular and femoral sides.

It has long been recognized that, to achieve optimal alignment
and impingement-free range of motion in THA, both the femoral and
acetabular component orientations should be considered. As such,
CA targets have been proposed [29-32]. Despite their utility, these
zones rarely incorporate pelvic tilt and its impact on functional cup
anteversion and, to the authors knowledge, have not beenpreviously
formulated to consider FFR, referencing only AFA. However,
considering femoral anteversion only in relation to anatomic land-
marks, as AFA does, could be seen as analogous to only considering
the cup orientation in a supine AP radiograph, as it does not provide
an understanding of the functional position of the prosthesis. It is
now understood that both the pelvis and femur can rotate sub-
stantially between functional positions, altering the orientation of
the components. Given the degree of variation observed in our study,
CA targets may need to consider FFA instead of AFA, as we have
noted that an additional 13% of patients would fall outside a widely
cited CA zone when considering the functional alignment of the
femur. Therefore, like the adoption of preoperative functional pelvic
radiography to understand the patient’s pelvic mobility [28,33],
functional knee imaging should be considered to understand if a
patient’s functional CA is significantly different to their anatomic CA.

Our study has several limitations. First, we did not incorporate
pelvic tilt values, and as such, the patients defined as being “at risk”
due to their FFR from supine to standing may have had a favorable
pelvic tilt change that would not place them at risk of impingement.
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However, this was not seen as consequential as the aims of the
paper were to define FFA, demonstrate its high variability across a
large sample of patients requiring THA, and discuss its implications
for femoral stem anteversion targets in THA. Second, we did not
stratify or exclude patients based on the pathology. This meant our
sample of patients included patients with primary and secondary
osteoarthritis, where secondary osteoarthritis may have been
associated with dysplasia, slipped capital femoral epiphysis,
Perthes-Legg-Calves disease, or other conditions that can dramat-
ically increase a patient’s AFA. However, this improves the gener-
alizability of the study as the purpose of the paper was to define the
full range of FFA of all patients requiring THA, not specifically for
patients with primary osteoarthritis. Third, it should be empha-
sized that our study contains only preoperative imaging data of
patients with pathological hips. It has been shown that pelvic tilt
changes from preoperative to postoperative states [34], with
greater changes occurring in patients with a more anteriorly
rotated pelvis. These larger changes are likely due to preoperative
hip contractures resolving, which may be a mechanism to reduce
pain that is secondary to the patient’s arthritis. Therefore, similar
phenomena may occur on the femoral side whereby patients
excessively rotate their femurs externally or internally to reduce
pain, and therefore, their postoperative FFR may naturally differ
from their preoperative FFR. Further research into this is needed to
understand which patients may undergo natural changes to their
FFR from preoperative to postoperative states, and our results
should be interpreted accordingly. Fourth, there is a degree of
inapplicability to surgeons and patients who do not have access to
the imaging requirements for the preoperative analysis discussed
in our study. However, EOS (EOS Imaging, Paris, France) scans have
been shown to accurately determine FFR [35] and present another
option of measuring this parameter preoperatively, increasing its
accessibility. Further research could also investigate how well FFR
can be assessed from preoperative anteroposterior radiographs by
using the lesser trochanters as a reference. Finally, our study did not
address the extent to which AFA can be changed intraoperatively to
achieve a desirable ASA and FSA. Previous studies have shown that
a patient’s unique femoral morphology dictates the achievable AFA
when using metaphyseal-filling, press-fit components; however,
this is more controllable in cemented or modular stems [16,36].
Therefore, when using an uncemented femoral component, it may
not be feasible to alter FFA significantly. However, preoperative
knowledge of a patient’s unique femoral morphology using 3D
templating can provide surgeons with the knowledge of the
achievable femoral anteversion with different implant types.
Conclusions

In sum, functional alignment of the femur is understudied. We
have demonstrated that the femur, like the pelvis, can rotate sub-
stantially between supine and standing positions, altering the
functional orientation of the femur. These changes in FFR between
positions may escalate the risk of prosthetic or bony impingement
or may have downstream consequences on soft-tissue tensioning
when dramatic alterations to femoral or acetabular anteversion are
made intraoperatively. Therefore, like the hip-spine relationship,
we believe the pelvis-femur relationship plays a significant role in
patient outcomes, and further research into FFA/FFR may improve
both acetabular and femoral component positioning.
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